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Abstract: This paper summarizes a climate-prediction model fi.mdedby the DOE for the Yucca
Mountain nuclear waste repository. Several articles in the open literature attest to the effects of the
Global Ocean Conveyor upon paleoclimati spec~cally entqmce and-etit from an ice age.1 The
data shows that these millennial scale effects are duplicated on the rnicroscale of years to decades.
This work also ident~les how man may have influenced the Conveyor, affecting global cooling and
warxningfor 2,000 years.

Introduction: This work was undertaken to an~er the following questions about fiture
precipitation at the proposed Yucca Mountain repository:

1) What influence does man have on i%tureclimate?
2) Is the currently observed upward trend in temperature and precipitation cyclical or

monotonic?” ,
3) What is the frequency and severhy of near-term climatic events?

This work initially started by trying to determine the cause of the periodic behavior in the El Nino
recor~ with cycle times of 23, 50 and 90 years.z Current modeling, limited to the Pacific Basin and
atmospheric phenomena was incapable of incorporating such long-term “memory.” For that
reaso~ I turned to the Worldwide Ocean Conveyor to see if it could be influencing near-term
weather.a The Conveyor’s route takes it throughout the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, on the surface
and on the bottom. With a supposed period of 1600 years,3 it would have a.physical capacity for
long-term effects.

An examination of the history of the most severe El Nine’s for the last 450 years4 (Figure 1) shows
a heavy clustering from 1870-1891. Since the Conveyor is known to be influenced by highly saline
water flowing out of the Mediterranean through the Straits of Gibraltar,5”bI looked for a.rievent in
the area of the Mediterranean Seato explain the clustering. The only event of any significance in
this time flame was the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869.

Using the relationship between El Nine’s and monsoons’8 provided an even longer record of El
Nine’s going back to 600 AD.g This record revealed a similar clustering at around 700 AD, shown
in Figure 2. Repeating the search for historical causes, I found out that the Arab conquerors of

* At the time I madethis assumptioxLI was unawareof the workby Dr. Gray(ColoradoStateUniversity,world’s
foremosthurricanepredietor)linking the Conveyorto El Nmofrequency,North Atlantic sea-surfixetemperature,
&ores high pressure,Atlantictradewinds, Sahel_ Atlanticmajorhurricaneactivity,and global smface
temperaturechange. His work locatedthe salt oqillator, drivingthe Conveyor,in the Indiau Ocean (Chapter2
“ClimateTrendsAxociated with MidtidecadalVariabtity of AtlanticHurricaneActivity,”in Hurricanes.Climateand
SocioeconomicInmactjH. S. Diaz and R S. Pulwarty(eds.),Springer-Verlag,Berliq 1997). My work took it one step
fiutherby identi&ing the Red Sea as the salt oscillator.
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How Salt Causes Global Warming: When the Conveyor is “turnedOIL” it causes global warming,
bringing the Earth out of an ice age.l” And when the Conveyor is “shut dom” global cooling
results.

However, it is not quite this simple. Figure 3 shows the time trace of Central England temperate
following the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. Ten years after the interplay of ocean and
atmospherics (e.g., SOL monsoon winds) flushed a discharge of the salty Red Sea into world
oceans, England’s temperature abruptly plunged. This is what I call a-’’salt shock.” As this sudden
influx of salt was dissipated, it resulted in a gradual warming following the cold shock. This salt
shock was repeated several times, followed by a gradual warming, until this warming trend
stimulated a response from the Nortk From 1900-1915, a flood of flesh water from melted ice shut
down the Conveyor and the warming spell.11 Shortly thereafter, another warming trend bega~
again shut down by a flood of flesh water (the Great Salt Anomaly in the mid 70s).12 Now,’we’re
into the 3rdwarming since the Suez Canal was opened.

Figure 3: Englsnd’s Rssponss to ConvsyorAfter OpsnIng of Suez Cansl (1889-1991)
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The following salt balance shows the power of the high salinity issuing from the Red Sea.
According to-a survey done in 1977,17the salt exiting the Red Sea is 38.1 ppt. That same survey
shows the Conveyor salinity just East of Madagascar to be 35.5 pp~ with the ambient water salinity
at35. 1 ppt. The Red Sea flow (up to 30??0of the flow in the Conveyor14) could be diluted seven
times by the ambient ocean water and still be saltier than the Conveyor. As more salt is mixed into
the Conveyor (i.e., after the initial salt shock), increasing its density, it becomes more efficient in
transporting warm tropical water to northern climes, melting Arctic ice, and reducing North-Pole
albedo, resulting in global warming. 15 Unfortunately, the South Pole doesn’t compensate, for it



isn’t nearly as responsive, so, as goes the North so goes the Earth. (Possibly one of the main
reasons the South Pole is slow to respond is that it is insulated by the COILmassive Antarctic
Circumpolar Current born temperature changes in the world oceans). -

Natural Sequestration of Salt: For most of recorded history, the Red Sea has been a large bay that
concentrated the world’s salt water by strong, &y desert winds and geothermal brine pits deep
under the Red Sea. As mare and more “normal” seawater entered this bay fi-omthe Indian Oceaq
to be cooked down to highly saline water, the less-salty Conveyor gradually slowed do~ cooling
the earth.

Periodically throughout history, man has connected the Mediterranean and the Red Sea waters
(Table 1).16 When that happens, the Red Sea “bay” becomes a river, distributing to the world
oceans the salt sequestered for centuries. “Sequestering time” in Table 1 approximates the time
between canals that the Red Sea “bay” had been collecting salt.

The 1869 opening ended a sequestration of 1100 years, the longest accumulation in the last 3500
, years. Unfortunately, I have no record of how salty the Red Sea waters became during this last

sequestration%but at the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, eyewitnesses test@ to the
Mediterranean and Red Sea waters mixing in the large salt bed of a dried up inland S= ~
sequestering even more salt. BUJ even after flushing for the last 130 years, the Red Sea is still the
saltiest body of water in today’s world-ocean system. [The salinity readings areas follows: Equator
(34 ppt), North Atlantic, where the Conveyor si&s to the depths (37 ppt), average Meditemnean
(38 ppt), Red Sea surface (40 ppt) and brine pits in Red Sea depths (256 ppt)]. .

Name pe Date Sequestering Time
Eastern Canal Isthmus 3900 BC? -3700 BC?
Older Canal Nile 1510 BC? -1400 BC? 2000?
Ramesses II Nile (Bubastis, Pi- 1300 BC? -1100 BC? 100?

I I Ramessu. Pithom)l I I I
Ptolemy II Nile (I%acussa) 269 BC+ Overlap?
Necho/Darius Nile (lhbastis) 600 BC? -486 BC+ 500?
Trajan’s Ditch ‘ 100 AD? -150 m? 500?
Arab Conauest 700AD? -775 m 500?
Modern Suez I Isthmus I 1869 to present I 1100
1. Citiesdefiningthe canalroute are enclosedin Parenthesis ? meansdate or durationis uncertain

1+ meansthe canalwas probablyopen later than ~ date

Table 1: Approximate Dat& for Canals Connecting Red Sea/Indian Ocean with
Mediterranean Sea/Nile

Although the dating of the canals in Egypt is sketchy, the sequestering periods between canal
openings may have contributed to the three cooling cycles since the Holocene Maximum (beginning
at 5,000, 2,000 and 1,000 years ago).

Changing Cycles: The Conveyor may bethought of as a huge musical instrument that is
constantly being re-tuned by the forces of man and nature. A dominant cycle in recent years has



been 40 years (this is important itiorrnation for climate prediction). The four severe El Nine’s
following the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 (Table 2) illustrate this particularly well. 40,80
and even 120 years afterwards (reading born lefi to right on the table), the Conveyor still
remembers the severe weather at the end of the 19ti Century. Note that Table 2 does not have a
complete listing of years (e.g., 1901-1909 are missing). The intent here was to explore just the 30
years, plus repetitions, after 1870.

Yearl ] Severity Yearl+40 I Severity I Yeari+80 I Severity Yrl+l 20 ] Severity
1870 I o 1910 I 01 1950 I o 1990 [ o
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Table 2: El Nine’s Repeated at 40-Year Intervals

Another way to view this 40-year memory is shown in Figure 4. Although the cycle time does drift
a little, the predominant cycle length is 40 years after 1870. For comparison purposes, several
hundred years of El Nino history prior to the 1869 Suez opening were similarly analyzed and
presented in Figure 4. The crisp behavior exhibited in the post-1870 data is “de-tuned” in the pre-
1870 data. In view that an older and less detailed record was used, I concentrated only on the most
severe El Nine’s (5’s and 6’s) before 1869.

The Conundrum of Weather Prediction: Because so many phenomena influence world weather,
itisverydl$licult to isolate any one. Modern records beckon most modelers because these contain



the most complete and reliable data. However, by going back to times in history when a single -
influence dominated (the events following the opening of the Suez Canal), I have been able to
identfi the characteristics of that dominant influence, and “sweep it away so that I can discern
other influences more clearly.

Figure4 lime-to-Next-Severe-El-Nino Before &Mer1870

33 39 40 41 42 43 44 4s

Interval to Next El Nino (Years)

■After1070 u Before1870

Also,as I constructed a model to help visualize the complex world systeiq I began to gain insights.
At times the Conveyor acts liie a musical instrument, changing frequencies or %me” with changing
events. At other times; it is like a huge transistor, or fluidic oscillator, amplif@g the effect of small
influences, For instance, going around the southern tip of Af%ic~the small Conveyor current atl 1-
17 Sverdups (1 Sv = 106m3/see) of flow17has to sneak past the much larger Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (135 Sverdups)ls flowing in the opposite direction. I believe that when the Conveyor picks
up extra salt from the Red Se% it initially sinks or shifts a little, mlliding with the large
Circumpolar current, thus stalling or “salt-shocking” the Conveyor and creating an El Nino on the
other side of the world.

The Feedback”Loop: At this point in the research I feel I can trace out one of the major climate
control loops. Salty Red Sea waters flow into the Conveyor loop that circulates within the Indian
Ocean. This alters the behavior and flow path of the Conveyor sufficiently to cause a collision
between the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the Conveyor, “salt-shocking” the Conveyor to a
halt, causing an El Nine.

Within a short time, the extra salt dissipates in the Conveyor, speeding it up, warming England and
Europe, With the added warmth comes more precipitation. Russian and European rivers bring
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added flow into the Mediterranean through the Adriatic and Aegkm Seas. ‘Ilk causesa slight rise
in sea level in the vicinity of Port Said, at the Mediterranean mouth of the Suez Canal.

This increase in sea level causes flow in the Suez Canal, flushing more high salinhy Red Seawater
into the Indian Ocea~ completing the feedback loop. Of course, it is more complex than this,
particularly in the Red Sea where:

1)

2)

3)

The two-monsoon season creates northerly and southerly atmospheric forces on the Red
Sea
The small flow coming south through the Suez Canal possibly alters thermohaline
behavior in the Red Se% bringing some of the highly saline brine-pit waters to the flow
out the southern portion of the Red Sea
The two- and three-way flow of waters through the southem-Red-Sea strait of Bab al
Mandab,19 combine the effects of Mediterranean-Sea-level flows, atmospheric drivers
and salt drivers

An Example of Climate Prediction: As discussed above, climate has many influences and I have
only quantified a few in the modeling so far. But, to illustrate the potential for climate predictio~ I
take a single time series (Mediterranean Sea level at the Poti-Said mouth of the Suez Canal), and
“predict” England’s weather 10 years in the fiture Q?igure5).

Figure 5: Port Said Sea Level Converslo; (1925-1950) vs. England Temperature (1935-1960)
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According to the mode~ a high Mediterranean Sea level at the mouth of the Suez causes southward
flow into the Red Se% flushing salt into the Mdian Oce~ causing a “salt shock” ten years later in



the Conveyor (cooling England’s weather abruptly). Other factors come into play For example, if
England’s temperature is already at a low (i.e., its dominant source of heating being d~ect solar, not
Conveyor), the salt shock will not decrease the temperature very much.

However, in a short time, the salt dissipates in the Conveyor, warming England after the shock. I
developed a very rough computer model to convert the Port Said sea level data into temperature
data ten years into the fhture. The behaviors modeled were a quantitative criteria for a “p~ a 6-
month cold shock a 4-year warming period, and a minimum cold temperature (reflecting shutdown
of the Conveyor). The model results are presented in Fi@re 5 (heavy line) for comparison to
England’s observed temperature (in units of degree months, summing 12 monthly anomdles). The
match is not pefiect, because other parameters must be accounted for as welL but this illustrates
how this model can be used to predict weather a decade into the fhture.

Utiortunately, the port Said data ended in 1946. However, I identified another sea-level time series
on the east coast of the Black Se% at Tuapse,20that correlates ftily well with the Port Said data of
the eastern Mediterranean. To test the robustness of the mode~ I applied this stie computer model,
without adjusting any parameters, to more recent sea level data from this new time series. These
results are shown in Figure 6. I expect this accuracy to improve as I fine-tune the model.

Figure 6: Observed England Temperature vs. BlackSea Model Predicting 10 Years
Ahead
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Although this work is preliminary, the following propositions bear iiu-ther attention

1)

2)

3)

4)

A multidecadal feedback loop (e.g., salinity, Conveyor, precipitatio~ Red Sea flow) is
one of the drivers of world climate
The salinity driver for global climate appears to have had some influence from man in
the area of the Red Sea
One of the major mechanisms for offsetting global warming (apparently on the order of
every half-century) is a freshening from melt of arctic ice. Work should be done to
determine how much longer this mechanism will be a viable contro~ and whether some
sort of salinity control can be implemented within that time-frame
This paper discusses a very rough computer model created for predicting climate 10
years into the fiture. This model should be refined to make it more accurate and then
incorporated into the more cbmplex super-computer climate models
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